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Abstract—It is observed that modern vehicles are becoming
more and more powerful in computing, communications, and
storage capacity. By interacting with other vehicles or with local
infrastructures (i.e., fog) such as road-side units, vehicles and fog
devices can collaboratively provide services like crowdsensing in
an efficient and secure way. Unfortunately, it is hard to develop a
secure and privacy-preserving crowdsensing report deduplication
mechanism in such a system. In this paper, we propose a scheme
FVC-Dedup to address this challenge. Specifically, we develop
cryptographic primitives to realize secure task allocation and
guarantee the confidentiality of crowdsensing reports. During
the report submission, we improve the message-lock encryption
(MLE) scheme to realize privacy-preserving report deduplication
and resist the fake duplicate attacks. Besides, we construct a
novel signature scheme to achieve efficient signature aggrega-
tion and record the contributions of each participant fairly
without knowing the crowdsensing data. The security analysis
and performance evaluation demonstrate that FVC-Dedup can
achieve secure and privacy-preserving report deduplication with
moderate computing and communication overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the rapid advancement of Intelligent Transportation
Systems (ITS), modern vehicles are equipped with wireless
communication devices and onboard sensors [2, 3], such as
GPS, cameras, and onboard units (OBUs), to enable vehicular
crowdsensing [4, 5]. With the use of various sensing devices
and OBUs, vehicles could report the driving information (e.g.,
real-time speed, location, and driving direction) periodically,
as well as opportunistically provide road conditions, weather
reports, and traffic situation for traffic signal control, trans-
portation planning, etc. Furthermore, with the improvement on
computing and data storage capabilities, fog computing [6–
8] provides an emerging paradigm that significantly relaxes
the limitations of the information interactions between the
physical and cyber worlds. These attractive features lead to the
booming development of fog-assisted vehicular crowdsensing
systems (FVCS).

FVCS could be utilized in most of the mobile crowdsensing
applications such as environmental monitoring (e.g., air quality
measurement and noise level measurement), recreational appli-
cations (e.g., travel assistance and parking recommendation),
and societal deployments (e.g., urban lifestyle and mobility)
[9–14]. The reason is that FVCS integrates fog computing,

A preliminary version was presented at IEEE GLOBECOM, 2018[1].

in addition to inheriting the advantages of mobile crowdsens-
ing, with special features such as communication efficiency,
location awareness, etc. With FVCS, naturally distributed
vehicles could be organized spontaneously to communicate
and cooperate with one another to execute sensing tasks
through fog nodes situated at the edge of the Internet and
significantly boost the performance of ITS without excessive
investments. Unfortunately, security and privacy pose serious
design challenges because onboard sensors gather real-time
data from the environments in the surroundings, which may
contain privacy sensitive information [15, 16]. As a result, how
to design privacy-preserving vehicular crowdsensing schemes
has become an important yet challenging design issue.

Moreover, FVCS is geo-distributed and location-aware.
There are unavoidably some duplicated reports because of
vehicles’ overlap sensing in FVCS [17]. Particularly, in sce-
narios such as traffic congestion monitoring and air quality
monitoring, vehicles that are in close proximity (e.g., within
a few hundred meters) acquire almost the same crowdsens-
ing data and submit almost identical reports, resulting in
significant redundant traffic. As such, it is always a good
idea to lower the redundant traffic by deduplicating identical
reports (the so-called deduplication) while retaining the proof
of work in crowdsourcing in order to reward the contributions
of these participants [18, 19]. However, we should not sacrifice
the security and privacy for achieving crowdsensing report
deduplication.

To achieve security in crowdsensing report deduplication,
MLE [20] may be one of the solutions. In MLE, the same
plaintext is always mapped to the same tag, and the plaintext
is encrypted by a randomly chosen key. MLE is unfortunately
vulnerable to off-line brute-force attacks [21], and adversaries
are able to acquire the crowdsensing data through inferring
possible plaintexts from the encrypted crowdsensing reports.
Thus, we should improve MLE to guarantee the data security
and privacy of the reports. Moreover, if it is possible to
detect the equality of crowdsensing reports in public, attackers
could falsify a duplicated report to get the reward without
performing the task or compromise the proposed scheme in
the aggregated signature verification phase [1]. To prevent
such a fake duplicate attack, we need to achieve privacy-
preserving report deduplication in FVCS. Furthermore, after
secure and privacy-preserving report deduplication (without
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exposing side-channel identifiers of vehicles to the fog nodes),
only one copy of the duplicated reports is returned to the
crowdsensing server. Attackers may claim that they are part
of the contributors by replaying the crowdsensing reports gen-
erated by other honest participants, or retrieve rewards more
than once [19]. Thus, how to identify the real contributors
for the duplicated reports is worthwhile to be investigated. In
summary, it is vital to realize secure and privacy-preserving
report deduplication, as well as to record the contributions of
vehicles fairly without leaking the crowdsensing data.

Motivated by the above observations, in this paper, we
propose an efficient and privacy-preserving report dedupli-
cation scheme, namely, FVC-Dedup, for FVCS. Our main
contributions for FVC-Dedup are summarized as follows.

• We improve the MLE scheme to realize privacy-
preserving crowdsensing report deduplication that pre-
vents the fake duplicate attack. Specifically, we hide
the tag part of the ciphertext in the process of report
submission to guarantee that a fog node can only check
if the crowdsensing reports are identical without learning
other information.

• To record the contributions of the participants whose
reports are deduplicated, we improve the identity-based
batch multi-signature scheme (IBMS) [22, 23] to support
anonymous signature aggregation. Therefore, fog nodes
can achieve efficient and anonymous signature aggrega-
tion. Meanwhile, the crowdsensing server can ensure se-
cure aggregation verification and record the contributions
of each participant.

• To recover the real contributors while detecting dishonest
participants, we construct an efficient method based on
cryptographic primitives to ensure that each contributor
can get the corresponding reward only once.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II summarizes the related works. The system model and design
goals are illustrated in Section III. Section IV describes our
FVC-Dedup scheme. Section V and Section VI demonstrate
the security analysis and the performance evaluation of FVC-
Dedup, respectively. Finally, our paper is concluded in Section
VII.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we first review some secure and privacy-
preserving schemes for crowdsensing report deduplication.
Particularly, we look into studies on MLE which is a crucial
technique used in data deduplication.

Crowdsensing report deduplication: To realize precise task
allocation together with secure crowdsensing reports dedu-
plication, Ni et al. [4] introduced a fog-based crowdsensing
architecture. Considering real-time navigation applications in
fog-based VANETs (vehicular ad hoc networks), Wang et al.
developed a secure and privacy-preserving scheme based on
cryptographic primitives [9]. In the scenario of road surface
condition monitoring, Basudan et al. [24] studied the security
and privacy on data transmissions. Moreover, they offered
a new solution by leveraging a constructed certificateless
aggregate signcryption algorithm. Ni et al. [18] investigated

the requirements to achieve security and fairness in fog-based
vehicular crowdsensing, and designed their scheme based on
MLE. However, the fake duplicate attacks and fair reward
distribution were not considered in their work. To deal with
the drawbacks of [18], an improved version, named as Fo-
DSC, was designed in [19] to protect mobile users from
privacy leakage in privacy-sensitive applications by using the
BLS-oblivious pseudo-random function. However, their design
incurred huge computation overhead at the fog node because
of its complex cryptographic primitives. In our preliminary
work [1], we presented a secure fog-based deduplication
scheme to simultaneously realize fog-based task allocation
and report deduplication for vehicular crowdsensing systems
without considering the fairness in the reward process. Basu-
dan et al. [25] proposed an efficient deduplicated reporting
scheme in fog-assisted vehicular crowdsensing based on a
certificateless aggregate signcryption scheme. Besides, the
fairness was guaranteed among the vehicles whose reports
were deduplicated. The deduplication operation was time-
consuming due to pairing operations. To reduce the overhead
due to outsourcing wireless sensing data to the cloud, Zhang et
al. [26] presented two variable-sized block-level deduplication
schemes based on Rabin fingerprinting with deterministic tags
and random tags, respectively. Sharma et al. [27] proposed a
four-layer architecture for fog-assisted cluster-based industrial
IoT to address task allocation and secure data deduplication.
Particularly, they adopted SHA-3 to generate the hash values
for the verification of data deduplication at a fog node. We
summarize the existing crowdsensing report deduplication
schemes and their features in TABLE I.

Message-Lock Encryption (MLE): To prevent the brute-force
attacks in convergent encryption (CE) [28], Bellare et al.
[20] proposed the MLE concept and designed a randomized
convergent encryption scheme as an implementation of MLE.
Keelveedhi et al. [21] introduced DupLESS to encrypt data
with message-based keys acquired from a key-server based on
an MLE scheme and an oblivious PRF protocol (i.e., RSA-
OPRF) [29]. In contrast to the traditional deterministic CE,
DupLESS worked better against possible brute-force attacks.
Xu et al. [30] improved CE to design a leakage-resilient
and cross-user client-side deduplication scheme by Proof-of-
Ownership (PoW) for encrypted files in the cloud storage.
To avoid inferring ciphertext components from messages,
Abadi et al. [31] designed two schemes that satisfy new
security notions for MLE with lock-dependent messages.
Unfortunately, it was time-consuming to verify the equality
for random tags. To deal with this disadvantage, Jiang et al.
[32] proposed an interactive scheme by leveraging a random
decision tree, in which the dynamic operations of the decision
tree were also considered. Bellare et al. [33] proposed an
interactive MLE scheme, which can detect correlated and
parameter-dependent messages for secure deduplication during
the interactions (uploads and downloads) between a client and
a server. Cui et al. [34] studied the near-duplicate detection for
encrypted in-network storage. Besides, they presented a secure
and effective system by bridging locality sensitive hashing,
multi-key searchable encryption, and Yao’s garbled circuits.
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF SECURE CROWDSENSING REPORT DEDUPLICATION SCHEMES.

Scheme Application Technology Privacy-aware deduplication1 Fairness
Wang et al. [9] Navigation MLE+Group Signature × ×
Basudan et al. [24] Road monitoring Signcryption × ×
Ni et al. [18] Crowdsensing MLE × ×
Ni et al. [19] Crowdsensing BLS-oblivious X X
Jiang et al. [1] Crowdsensing MLE X ×
Basudan et al. [25] Crowdsensing Signcryption × X
Zhang et al. [26] Wireless sensing Rabin fingerprinting × ×
FVC-Dedup Crowdsensing MLE+IBMS X X
1 Privacy-aware deduplication means realizing deduplication against the fake duplicate attacks without compromising

the privacy of reporters.

III. SYSTEM MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES

A. System Model

The system model of FVC-Dedup contains four entities:
customers Ci, the service cloud SC, fog nodes Fi at the road
side, and vehicles Vi, as described in Fig. 1.

• Customers Ci could be organizations or individuals,
which generate crowdsensing tasks according to different
locations (or areas of interest) and submit their tasks to
SC.

• The service cloud SC offers crowdsensing services to Ci.
It allocates tasks to Fi based on the location information,
followed by collecting, verifying, and processing of the
crowdsensing reports from Vi through Fi. Finally, it
returns the crowdsensing results to Ci. Moreover, SC
provides rewards to vehicles based on their contributions.

• Fog nodes Fi are distributed at the edge of the network,
e.g., co-located with or installed on the road-side units
(RSUs) along the road. Served as intermediaries between
Vi and SC, and they connect with Vi and SC using
wireless and wired links, respectively. Moreover, they
could acquire information about the mobile vehicles in
their one-hop communication range [18] and are in charge
of distributing tasks to Vi according to task requirements,
performing data deduplication and signature aggregation
on crowdsensing reports, and forwarding the deduplicated
reports to SC.

• Mobile vehicles Vi perform tasks that are obtained from
Fi using their own sensing-enabled devices. Besides, Vi
could get rewards from SC based on their contributions.

As shown in Fig. 1, the whole system operates as follows:
Ci produces a sensing task and submits it to SC, along with
the reward to be offered as in step 1. Upon receiving the
sensing task, SC carries out fog-assisted task allocation and
assigns it to Vi. Specifically, SC assigns the sensing task
to fog nodes Fi based on the locations and the coverage
ranges of fog nodes as in step 2. Then, Fi further selects
vehicles within their coverage ranges to complete the task
according to the task requirements and their mobility patterns
[35, 36] as in step 3. After that, the participating vehicles
collect sensed data, generate crowdsensing reports, and submit
them to Fi as in step 4. Upon receiving requested reports, Fi

performs the report deduplication and aggregation operations,
and then forwards the processed reports to SC as in step 5.
After the verification operation is passed, SC generates the
crowdsensing results for Ci as in step 6. Ci decrypts the

Fig. 1. The system model.

crowdsensing results and determines the contribution of each
result. Finally, SC credits rewards to the vehicles based on
their contributions.

B. Threat Models

In the above system model, both internal and external
attackers could bring in security threats to the whole system.
For example, external attackers may attempt to get important
information about tasks, report data, and other aspects by
eavesdropping on wireless communication channels. They can
also launch attacks such as replay attacks, forgery attacks,
and impersonation attacks. Internal attackers may include Vi,
Fi, and SC, which are honest-but-curious1. This implies that
they will follow the proposed protocols, but they are also
curious about the crowdsensing data submitted by vehicles.
Besides, Fi and Vi may be interested in the relationship
between the identity and the report of each honest participating
vehicle in the report deduplication phase. In this paper, we
do not consider the collusion attacks among Vi, Fi, and
SC. Moreover, a selected Vi submits crowdsensing reports for
rewards honestly, but may be lazy to conduct the crowdsensing
tasks. This implies that they may launch a fake duplicate
attack. Specifically, these vehicles may forge the crowdsensing
data collected by honest participants to get rewards. Note that
external attackers can also launch such attacks. Furthermore,
during the reward retrieval, a greedy vehicle may offer more
contribution proofs through submitting more crowdsensing

1Here, we assume Fi is honest-but-curious (or semi-trusted), which is
consistent with the assumption in most related works. Although a compro-
mised Fi can get the detailed task information, its impact on the whole
system is quite limited. Besides, with the help of other security measures,
the compromised Fi could be detected and fixed quickly.
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reports than what is needed in order to obtain more rewards
or retrieve rewards more than once.

C. Design Goals

To design secure and privacy-preserving report deduplica-
tion in our fog-assisted vehicular crowdsensing system and
prevent security breaches, FVC-Dedup should set the design
goals as follows:

• Secure task allocation: Only the legitimate vehicles2 Vi
selected by Fi can decipher the detail of task T .

• Secure crowdsensing report deduplication: To lower the
communication overhead of crowdsensing report while
not leaking the privacy of the report, Fi should delete
the duplicated crowdsensing reports without learning the
actual crowdsensing data. Furthermore, external/internal
attackers should not be able to launch a fake duplicate
attack to cheat on Ci without being detected.

• Privacy-preserving crowdsensing report deduplication:
During the report deduplication process, the privacy leak-
age from the crowdsensing data should be prevented.
Specifically, vehicle Vi cannot distinguish the differences
(identity or report data) between two crowdsensing re-
ports (except the one from itself), while fog node Fi

cannot distinguish the differences in identities between
two crowdsensing reports.

• Secure contribution aggregation: The participants should
be rewarded based on their contributions. Hence, in the
report deduplication operation, Fi could aggregate the
signatures of the identical crowdsensing reports from
different Vi to record their contributions. Besides, FVC-
Dedup should also maintain the fairness for contributors
by accomplishing the following goals [19]:

– Double-reporting detection: Vehicle Vi is not able
to submit more crowdsensing reports than what is
needed without being detected.

– Double-retrieving detection: Vehicle Vi is not able
to redeem the same reward twice from SC without
being detected.

Additionally, FVC-Dedup should meet other fundamental
security goals, such as the integrity and authentication for
crowdsensing reports.

D. Preliminaries

Definition III.1. Computational Diffie-Hellman problem (CD-
H problem) [37]: Given (g, ga, gb) for a randomly-chosen
generator g ∈ G1 and random a, b ∈ Z∗

q as well as a pairing
e(·) : G1 ×G1 → GT , compute the value gab.

CDH hardness assumption: For an algorithm A, we define
the advantage in solving the CDH problem as

AdvA = Pr[A(g, ga, gb) = gab]. (1)

2They are legal registered participants (passing the identity authentication)
of our system and are not revoked in the certificate revocation list (CRL) by
SC [9, 16].

TABLE II
NOTATIONS

Notations Descriptions
SC The service cloud
Fi The ith fog node
Ci The ith customer
Vi The ith mobile vehicle

SKFi/PKFi The secret/public key of Fi

SKVi/PKVi The secret/public key of Vi

H1(·) The hash function H1 : {0, 1}∗ →G1

H2(·) The hash function H2 : {0, 1}∗ →Z∗
q

H3(·) The hash function H3 : G1 → {0, 1}∗
Enc(·)/Dec(·) The AES-128 encryption/decryption
SIG(·)/VER(·) The ECDSA signature/verfication algorithm

The CDH hardness assumption states that AdvA is a
negligible probability3 for any probabilistic polynomial-time
algorithm A [38].

IV. FVC-DEDUP SCHEME

In this section, we will illustrate FVC-Dedup based on the
following phases. Table II shows the notations employed in
this paper.

A. Overview

According to the workflow of crowdsourcing in FVCS, we
should ensure secure task allocation and privacy-preserving
report deduplication with fair contribution aggregation. Specif-
ically, to prevent leaking the task to attackers, we construct
secure channels between different legitimate participants with
secret keys. Thus, the task can be issued to the legitimate
vehicles Vi through fog node Fi. To resist the fake duplicate
attack (especially launched by the lazy participants) during
the report deduplication, we hide the tag part in MLE and
ensure that only Ci can decrypt the crowdsensing data. In
so doing, Fi can perform report deduplication and ensure
the correctness of the aggregated signature for the duplicated
reports. Moreover, to prevent leaking the relationship between
the identity and the crowdsensing report of each participating
vehicle to Fi, we improve the signature algorithm [22, 23] by
adding an obfuscation part that can also be used for verification
during the reward retrieval by SC. Thus, the proposed scheme
can resist attacks launched by greedy participants and record
the contributions fairly. Overall, secure and privacy-preserving
report deduplication can be realized in FVCS.

Based on the above discussion, we design our improved
IBMS, which is composed of the following algorithms [22,
23]:

• (msk,mpk) ← Setup(1λ). This algorithm takes a se-
curity parameter λ as input to generate a master se-
cret/public key msk/mpk.

• (SKIDi) ← Extract(msk, IDi). This algorithm takes a
participant4 identity IDi and the master secret key msk
as input to generate the participant’ private key SKIDi .

3AdvA ≤ 1/poly(λ), where poly(·) is a positive polynomial and λ is a
secure parameter.

4Here, participant refers to vehicle in our context.
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Experiment ExpA[IBMS, λ]:
(msk,mpk)← Setup(1λ)
For i = 1, · · ·, qE
SKIDi ← A(mpk, IDi)
For j = 1, · · ·, qS ,
σi,mj ← Sign(SKIDi ,mj)

(ID∗, σ∗) ← A(mpk, ID1, σ1,m1 , · · ·, σ1,mn , · · ·, IDQ,
σQ,m1 , · · ·, σ1,mn)
1← Verify(mpk,m, IS∗, σ∗), where IS∗ = IS ∪{ID∗} and
σ∗ = σm ∪ {σ∗,m}
If ID∗ /∈ IS and σ∗,m /∈ σm, output “1” else “0”.

Fig. 2: The experiment ExpA[IBMS, λ].

• (σm) ← MSign({SKID1 , · · ·, SKIDQ},mpk,m). This
algorithm is a multisignature protocol run by a group
of participants {ID1, · · ·, IDQ} who intend to sign the
same message m. The protocol can be divided into two
phases: First, each participant IDi executes (σi,m) ←
Sign(SKIDi ,m) which takes the same message m, the
secret SKIDi as input and outputs an individual identity-
based signature σi,m. Then, an aggregate algorithm
(σm)← Agg({σ1,m, · · ·, σQ,m},mpk) is performed by a
trusted party which outputs a multisignature σm for each
participant.

• (0, 1) ← Verify(mpk,m, IS, σm). This algorithm is run
by the verifier to verify whether the aggregate signature
σm is a valid multisignature on message m on behalf of
the set of identities IS = {ID1, · · ·, IDQ}.

Definition IV.1. Let IBMS = (Setup, Extract, MSign, Verify)
be a signature scheme. For any λ ∈ Z∗

q , integer Q and running
in time at most t5 in the experiment ExpA[IBMS, λ] as shown
in Fig. 2, we define the advantage AdvA(IBMS, λ) of an ad-
versary A, making at most qE adaptive key extraction queries
and qS adaptive signature queries in the above experiment
against IBMS as

AdvA(IBMS, λ) = Pr[ExpA[IBMS, λ] = 1]. (2)

IBMS scheme is (t, qE , qS ,Q, 1/poly(λ))-secure, if

AdvA(IBMS, λ) ≤ 1/poly(λ), (3)

where 1/poly(·) is a negligible function of its input.

B. Our FVC-Dedup

1) System Initialization: With the public parameters (G1,
GT , e(·), g, q, H1(·), H2(·), H3(·)), where e(·) : G1×G1 →
GT , in which G1 and GT are bilinear groups of a prime order
q. g is a random generator of G1. SC selects s ∈ Z∗

q at random
as its master secret key SKSC and calculates PKSC = gs

as its master public key. Besides, for each registered vehicle
Vi with identity IDVi , SC calculates the signature secret key
SSKVi = H1(IDVi)

s.

5t is an upper bound of running time with 1/poly(λ) for the experiment
because the scheme can be broken in 2λ times at most.

To generate the secure channel during the task allocation,
each fog node Fi randomly selects SKFi = θi ∈ Z∗

q as the
secret key and calculates PKFi = gθi as the public key.
Besides, each registered vehicle Vi also randomly chooses
SKVi = ui ∈ Z∗

q as the secret key and generates PKVi = gui

as the public key. The elliptic curve digital signature algorithm
(ECDSA) [39] is used to guarantee the integrity and authen-
tication during the task allocation.

2) Task Allocation: Once a customer Ci plans to launch a
task T before the expiration time Te based on the location
loc, she/he randomly selects ci ∈ Z∗

q and computes a tempo-
rary public key gci . Then, she/he conceals T by calculating
T = T ⊕ H3(PKSC ||PKci

SC). Finally, Ci sends the message
as shown below to SC.

Ci → SC : loc, Te, T , gci ; (4)

Upon receiving the task request, SC calculates T ⊕
H3(PKSC ||(gci)s) to recover T . SC sets N ∈ Z∗

q as a
unique identifier of T and chooses several fog nodes Fi

based on loc. After that, SC randomly selects ϕi ∈ Z∗
q and

computes T̃i = T ⊕H3(PKFi ||PKϕi

Fi
). Finally, SC forwards

(N,Te, T̃i, gϕi , gci) to each chosen Fi.
When Vi wants to perform a crowdsensing task, Vi first

submits its profile V Pi = (TYVi , ARVi , TEVi) with ECDSA
to the current fog node Fi. Here, TYVi is a task type of
interest, ARVi is the interested area, and TEVi is the validity
period. Upon receiving these profiles, Fi first checks the CRL
to ensure the legality of Vi. If Vi is legitimate, it then verifies
the signature. If all verifications pass, Fi records these profiles.
Once Fi recovers (N,Te, T, g

ϕi , gci) of the task T , Fi selects
a set of Vi where T ∈ TYVi , Te ∈ TEVi , and loc ∈ ARVi as
the candidates to perform T [35, 36]. Besides, Fi randomly
selects fi ∈ Z∗

q and calculates gfi . Then, Fi computes ki =

H3(PKVi ||PKfi
Vi
) and Ki = Enc(ki, Te||T ||gci). Finally, Fi

sends (N, gfi ,Ki) with the signature to Vi.
3) Data Collection: When Vi receives the task request

message, Vi will execute the operations as follows:

• Vi calculates k′i = H3(PKVi ||(gfi)ui) and DEC(k′i,Ki)
to get the task T , Te, and gci ;

• Vi verifies the validity of the signature by ECDSA;
• After passing the verification, Vi begins to collect data

based on T and gets the crowdsensing data Pi. In order
to protect Pi, Vi selects vi ∈ Z∗

q at random, and calculates



Ji = gvi

Xi = H2(N ||Pi)

Yi = H2(N ||Xi)

Li = H3(g
ci ||(gci)vi)

Zi = Enc(Li, Pi)

ti = H3(g
fi ||(gfi)vi)

Pi = Yi ⊕ ti

(5)

• To ensure authenticity and integrity of the report, Vi
randomly chooses wi, ai ∈ Z∗

q , and calculates
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Fig. 3. The crowdsensing report deduplication process.



Ai = gwi

Bi = gYi

Di = SSKai
Vi
Bwi

i

Ei = (Ai,Di)

Hi = H1(IDVi)
ai

(6)

• Finally, Vi returns the following message to Fi before
Te

6:

Vi → Fi : N, Ji,Pi,Zi,Hi, Ei. (7)

4) Report Deduplication: Once Fi gets the crowdsensing
reports from various Vi (assume that there are n reports), it
will perform a data deduplication operation and a signature
aggregation operation as shown in Fig. 3:

• For each Ji, Fi calculates ti = H3(g
fi ||Jfi

i ) and
Yi = Pi ⊕ ti. After that, Fi detects the duplicated
report according to Yi. Here, we assume Q as the set
of duplicated reports.

• In order to record contributions of the vehicles that sub-
mit duplicated reports, Fi aggregates the corresponding
signature as

EQ = (
∏
i∈Q

Ai,
∏
i∈Q

Di), Φ = e(
∏
i∈Q

Hi, PKSC). (8)

• Finally, Fi selects one copy {Yî,Zî} (̂i ∈ Q) at random
from the duplicated report set Q and returns the following
message to SC:

Fi → SC : N, {Jj ,Yj ,Zj ,Hj , Ej}j /∈Q, {Ji,Hi}i∈Q,

Yî,Zî, EQ,Φ.
(9)

Notice that {Ji,Hi}i∈Q are used for the Reward and
Revocation phase.

5) Report Verification: When SC receives the aggregated
reports, it can verify the validity of signatures by checking if

e(
∏
i∈Q

Di, g)
?
=e(

∏
i∈Q

Ai, g
Y
î) · Φ. (10)

6If Vi moves out of the range of Fj , it only needs to report the result to
the nearest fog node (e.g., Fj ). Then, Fi could authorize Fj to execute the
deduplication operation by sending fi to Fj .

The valid verification of the signature is described as
follows:

e(
∏
i∈Q

Di, g) =e(
∏
i∈Q

SSKai
Vi
Bwi

i , g)

=e(
∏
i∈Q

H1(IDVi)
saigYî

wi , g)

=e(
∏
i∈Q

H1(IDVi)
sai , g) · e(

∏
i∈Q

gYî
wi , g)

=e(
∏
i∈Q

gwi , gYî) · e(
∏
i∈Q

Hi, g
s)

=e(
∏
i∈Q

Ai, g
Y
î) · Φ.

(11)

For other signatures (1 ≤ j ≤ n, j /∈ Q), it can verify the
validity of signatures by checking if

e(Dj , g)
?
=e(Aj , g

Yj ) · e(Hj , PKSC). (12)

The valid verification of the signature is described as
follows:

e(Dj , g) =e(SSK
aj

Vj
Bwj

j , g)

=e(H1(IDVj )
sajgYjwj , g)

=e(H1(IDVj )
saj , g) · e(gYjwj , g)

=e(gwj , gYj ) · e(H1(IDVj )
aj , gs)

=e(Aj , g
Yj ) · e(Hj , PKSC).

(13)

After the signature verification is passed, SC forwards the
valid reports to Ci as follows:

SC → Ci : {Jj ,Yj ,Zj}j /∈Q, Jî,Yî,Zî. (14)

6) Report Decryption: Once Ci receives the crowdsensing
reports, she/he computes:

L′
i = H3(g

ci ||Jci
i )

P ′
i = Dec(L′

i,Zi)

X ′
i = H2(N ||P ′

i )

Y ′
i = H2(N ||X ′

i )

(15)

Then, she/he checks whether Y ′
i
?
=Yi. If it does not hold,

she/he drops the report. Otherwise, she/he will accept P ′
i .
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7) Reward and Revocation: To distribute the reward and
revoke internal attackers during the report deduplication oper-
ation, the following operations are performed:

• In Task Allocation, Fi calculates Ki = Enc(ki, Te||T ||
gϕi ||gci) and sends (N, gfi ,Ki) with the signature to Vi.

• In Data Collection, Vi calculates mi = H3(g
ϕi ||(gϕi)vi)

and Mi = Enc(mi, ai). Finally, Vi sends the message:
Vi → Fi : N, Ji,Mi,Pi,Zi,Hi, Ei.

• In Report Deduplication, Fi returns the identifiers of
selected Vi and Mi to SC.

• In Report Verification, SC calculates mi = H3(g
ϕi ||Jϕi

i )
and ai = Dec(mi,Mi). Thus, SC can recover each
contributor by checking whether H1(IDVi)

ai
?
=Hi after

passing report verification. Besides, it can also identify
the internal attackers who fail the report verification.

Notice that, for the greedy vehicles (e.g., Vj) in T , SC first
delays offering distribute the reward to Vj , ignores the report
results of Vj , and records Vj in the greedy list using a counter.
When the counter at Vj reaches a certain value (e.g., 10), SC
adds Vj into the CRL and broadcasts the updated CRL to
each Fi. According to our designed scheme, Fi selects a set
of suitable Vi which are not in the CRL to perform tasks. Thus,
we can reduce the impact caused by the greedy vehicles.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

We first present the security proof about our constructed
signature scheme derived from [22, 23]. Then, we present
the detailed security analysis according to different security
requirements.

Theorem V.1. If the CDH problem is (tε, ε)-hard7, our
signature scheme IBMS is (t′, qH1 , qH2 , qE , qS ,Q, ε′)8-secure
against existential forgery under an adaptive chosen-message
and an adaptive chosen-ID attack, for any t′ and ε′ satisfying{

ε′ ≥ (qE+qS+Q−1)2e2

4
ε

t′ ≤ tε + (2qH1 + qH2 + 5QqS)tEG1
,

(16)

where tEG1
is the time to execute one exponentiation operation

over G1.

Proof: Let C be a challenger, A be an adversary capable
of breaking the proposed signature scheme under an adaptive
chosen-message attack. Thus, we have AdvA(IBMS) = ε′.
Assume that C is given an instance (g, gα, gβ) of the CDH
problem in G1. We show how C can use A to solve the CDH
problem.

Initialization: C sets g1 = gα, chooses the system param-
eter para = (G1,GT , e(·), g, g1,H1,H2), and gives para to
A. Besides, we set H1 and H2 as random oracles controlled
by C.

Training: At any time, A can query H1, H2, Extract, and
Sign. C answers A’s queries as follows:

7This means that no tε-time algorithm has advantage ε in solving the CDH
hardness problem.

8In the security model, the adversary can make qH1 hash queries on H1

hash function, qH2 hash queries on H2 hash function, qE adaptive key
extraction queries, and qS adaptive signature queries, respectively.

H1-queries: To respond to H1-queries, C maintains an
initially empty list H list

1 . When A queries H1 with IDVi ,
C executes:

• If there is a tuple (IDVi , µi, idVi , SSKVi , H1coini) on
H list

1 , C responds with idVi as the answer;
• Otherwise, C picks a coin H1coini ∈ {0, 1} with

Pr[H1coini = 1] = δ, selects µi ∈ Z∗
q and proceeds

as follows:
– If H1coini = 0, set idVi = gµi , SSKVi = gµi

1 , ad-
d (IDVi , µi, idVi , SSKVi ,H1coini) into H list

1 , and
respond with idVi as the answer;

– Else set idVi = gβµi , SSKVi = NULL, add (IDVi ,
µi, idVi

, SSKVi
,H1coini) into H list

1 , and respond
with idVi as the answer.

H2-queries: To respond to H2-queries, C maintains an
initially empty list H list

2 . Upon input mi, C proceeds as
follows:

• If there is a tuple (mi, νi,Bi,H2coini) on H list
2 , C

returns Bi as the answer;
• Otherwise, C picks a coin H2coini ∈ {0, 1} with

Pr[H2coini = 1] = δ, selects νi ∈ Z∗
q and proceeds

as follows:
– If H2coini = 0, set H(mi) = νi, Bi = gνigα, add

(mi, νi,Bi,H2coini) into H list
2 , and return Bi as the

answer;
– Else set H(mi) = νi, Bi = gνi , add (mi, νi,
Bi,H2coini) into H list

2 , and return Bi as the answer.
Extract queries: Upon input an identity IDVi , C first

makes an H1-queries on IDVi , then recovers (IDVi , µi,
idVi , SSKVi ,H1coini) from H list

1 . If H1coini = 0, C returns
SSKVi = gµi

1 as the answer; otherwise, it aborts.
Sign queries: Upon input (IDVi ,m1, ...,mn), C first

makes an H1-queries on IDVi and finds (IDVi , µi, idVi ,
SSKVi ,H1coini) on H list

1 , and for 1 ≤ j ≤ n, asks an
H2-queries on mj and recovers (mj , νj ,Bj ,H2coinj) from
H list

2 , then:
• If H1coini = 0, apply the signature algorithm to generate

a signature;
• Else if H2coinj = 0 for all 1 ≤ j ≤ n, select νj , wj , aj ∈

Z∗
q , calculate Aj = gwjg−βµiaj and Di,j = A

νj

j g
wj

1 , and
output (Aj ,Di,j) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n;

• Else abort.
Notice that all responses to Sign queries are valid. Specifi-

cally, (Aj ,Di,j) are valid signatures on (m1, ...,mn) for IDVi

because

e(Ai,Bi) · e(id
aj

Vi
, g1)

=e(gwjg−βµiaj , gνjgα) · e(gβµiaj , g1)

=e(g, g)(wj−βµiaj)(νj+α) · e(g, g)βµiα

=e(g, g)νj(wj−βµiaj)+wjα

=e(g(wj−βµiaj)
νj
, g

wj

1 )

=e(Di,j , g).

(17)

Forgery: A outputs an identity set L = {ID∗
1 , ..., ID

∗
Q},

a message m∗, and a multi-signature E∗Q =
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(
∏

i∈QA∗
i ,
∏

i∈QD∗
i ) where E∗Q is a valid multi-signature on

m∗ under {ID∗
1 , ..., ID

∗
Q}.

To acquire the solution of the CDH problem, C proceeds
with the following steps:

• For 1 ≤ i ≤ Q, make H1-queries on ID∗
i and recovers

(ID∗
Vi
, µ∗

i , id
∗
Vi
, SSK∗

Vi
,H1coini

∗) from H list
1 ;

• Make H2-queries on m∗, and recover (m∗
i , ν

∗
i ,B∗

i ,
H2coini

∗) from H list
2 .

For simplicity, we only consider the situation that
H1coin1

∗ = H2coinj
∗ = 1 (1 ≤ j ≤ Q) and H1coini

∗ = 0
for 2 ≤ i ≤ Q; otherwise, C aborts. If C does not abort, this
implies id∗1 = gβµ

∗
1 , B∗

j = gν
∗
j , and id∗i = gµ

∗
i . Obviously, we

have:

e(
∏
i∈Q

Di, g) = e(
∏
i∈Q

Ai,
∏
i∈Q

Bi) · e(
∏
i∈Q

Hi, g1), (18)

which implies

e(
∏
i∈Q

Di, g) = e(
∏
i∈Q

Ai, g
∑Q

i=1 ν∗
i ) · e(gβµ

∗
1a1+

∑Q
i=2 aiµ

∗
i , g1).

(19)

Thus, we have

gαβ = (
∏
i∈Q

Di ·
∏
i∈Q

A−
∑Q

i=1 ν∗
i

i · g−
∑Q

i=2 aiµ
∗
i

1 )−µ∗
1a1

(20)

as the solution to the CDH problem.
It remains to calculate the probability that solves the given

instance for the CDH problem. To do so, three events are
required for C to succeed:

• Event ε1: C does not abort due to any of A’s queries;
• Event ε2: E∗Q is a valid and nontrivial multi-signature on

m∗ under {ID∗
1 , ..., ID

∗
Q};

• Event ε3: event ε2 occurs, and H1coin1
∗ = H2coin

∗
j = 1

and H1coini
∗ = 0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ Q.

C succeeds if all the above events occur. The probability
Pr[ε1 ∩ ε2 ∩ ε3] could be expressed as:

Pr[ε1 ∩ ε2 ∩ ε3] = Pr[ε1] Pr[ε2|ε1] Pr[ε3|ε2 ∩ ε1] (21)

Claim 1: The probability that C does not abort due to A’s
Extract queries and Sign queries is more than (1− δ)qE+qS .

Claim 2: If C does not abort due to A’s Extract queries
and Sign queries, A’s view is identical to its view in the real
attack. Therefore, Pr[ε2|ε1] ≥ AdvA(IBMS) ≥ ε′.

Claim 3: The probability that C does not abort after A
outputs a nontrivial and valid forgery is at least δQ+1(1 −
δ)Q−1. Hence Pr[ε3|ε2 ∩ ε1] ≥ δQ+1(1− δ)Q−1.

Thus, C generates the correct answer with the following
probability

Pr[ε1 ∩ ε2 ∩ ε3] ≥ δQ+1(1− δ)qE+qS+Q−1ε′

≥ 2Q+1

(qE + qS +Q− 1)Q+1e2
ε′ ≥ ε.

(22)

Therefore, we have ε′ ≥ (qE+qS+Q−1)2e2

4 ε. The corresponding
running time is at most tε + (2qH1 + qH2 + 5QqS)tEG1

.

A. Secure task allocation

During the task allocation process, the SC assigns task T
to fog nodes Fi according to location information. When
Fi receives T , it selects a set of Vi based on the require-
ments of T , and calculates ki = H3(PKVi ||PKfi

Vi
) and

Ki = Enc(ki, Te||T ||gci) with the ECDSA signature. Only
the chosen Vi can compute k′i = H3(PKVi ||(gfi)ui) and
DEC(k′i,Ki) to obtain task T and gci . Since it is a CDH
problem for attackers to find SKVi from PKVi , FVC-Dedup
can achieve secure task allocation.

B. Secure crowdsensing report deduplication

During the crowdsensing report process, fog node Fi pro-
vides secure report deduplication without disclosing crowd-
sensing data Pi. The details are given below.

To achieve data confidentiality and report deduplication,
MLE scheme is adopted to encrypt the crowdsensing data.
With MLE scheme, fog node is able to decide if two reports
are identical by comparing the tag parts of the ciphertexts,
and retain only one copy of the duplicated reports to decrease
the communication overhead. Nevertheless, external attackers
or lazy mobile vehicles Vi may forge a duplicated report
according to tag Yi of the MLE [18]. Thus, the aggregated
signature verification will fail in this case. In [18], Ci will
drop the signature without recording the contributions of
vehicles or adopt the recursive divide-and-conquer method
to search and delete incorrect signatures, which greatly re-
duces the efficiency of aggregated signature verification. To
overcome this drawback, each allocated vehicle calculates
ti = H3(g

fi ||(gfi)vi) and Pi = Yi ⊕ ti to hide the tag part
of crowdsensing reports. Thus, only Fi can calculate Yi and
verify if some anonymous vehicles have submitted identical
crowdsensing reports. To construct the correct ti, attackers
should get vi from gvi which is a CDH problem [37]. Hence,
attackers cannot forge a duplicated report in FVC-Dedup.

During the report submission phase, each vehicle Vi en-
crypts the crowdsensing reports Pi using MLE scheme by
randomly choosing vi and Li = H3(g

ci ||(gci)vi). Since MLE
is demonstrated to be secure under the PRV-CDA model
[20], in which the ciphertext of an unpredictable message is
indistinguishable from a random string of the same length,
our scheme could ensure the confidentiality of crowdsensing
reports.

C. Privacy-preserving crowdsensing report deduplication

During the crowdsensing report deduplication process, the
privacy leakage comes from the crowdsensing data and iden-
tity. To ensure the data confidentiality, we adopt AES-128 to
encrypt the crowdsensing data while the corresponding key is
generated by Li = H3(g

ci ||(gci)vi). To construct the correct
key, attackers should get ci from gci (vi from gvi ) which is a
CDH problem [37]. Thus, we can ensure data confidentiality.
Besides, to achieve crowdsensing report deduplication, we use
MLE to generate the tag part. However, in this way, it will leak
the equality relationship of crowdsensing reports. To prevent
this leakage, we calculate ti = H3(g

fi ||Jfi
i ) and Pi = Yi⊕ ti
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TABLE III
THE COMPUTATION OVERHEAD OF FVC-DEDUP.

Phase Entity Computation Overhead Communication Overhead (bits)
Task Allocation Fi(Fi → Vi) (n+ 1)Texp + nTaes n(Saes + SG1

)
Data Collection Vi(Vi → Fi) (8Texp + 2Taes + Tmul) (4SG1

+ Saes + SH2 )
Report deduplication Fi(Fi → SC) nTexp + 3(|Q| − 1)Tmul + Tpar (4n− 2|Q|+ 3)SG1

+ (n− |Q|)(Saes + SH2 ) + Saes + SGT

Report Verification SC(SC → Ci) (n− |Q|+ 1)(2Tpar + Texp + T̂mul) (n− |Q|+ 1)(SG1
+ Saes + SH2 )

Report Decryption Ci (n− |Q|+ 1)(Texp + Taes) N/A
Reward and Revocation SC(Fi → SC) n(2Texp + Taes) nSaes

1 n and Q is the number of chosen vehicles and the number of duplicated reports, respectively.

to hide the tag part of crowdsensing reports. Thus, only
Fi can calculate Yi and verify if some anonymous vehicles
have submitted identical crowdsensing data. To construct the
correct ti, attackers should get vi from gvi which is a CDH
problem. Hence, we prevent the leakage of linking the identical
crowdsensing reports to a specific vehicle. Furthermore, in
Data Collection phase, Vi submits the crowdsensing report
to Fi without exposing its identity. Specifically, we construct
the IBMS scheme by adding ai for each Di = SSKai

Vi
Bwi
i and

Hi = H1(IDVi)
ai , each one can verify the validity of these

signatures without exposing vehicles’ identities and only SC
can recover such information. In short, even if Fi can learn
that two crowdsensing reports are identical, it cannot link each
report to the identity of its reported vehicle. Therefore, no
attacker can link a crowdsensing report to a specific vehicle.
With these techniques, we can achieve privacy-preserving
crowdsensing report deduplication.

D. Secure contribution aggregation

To record the contributions of duplicated reports from Vi,
we construct the IBMS scheme from [23] to sign each mes-
sage, and verify the aggregated signature at the SC. However,
attackers easily construct an incorrect signature according to
the tag part Yi of the ciphertexts, causing failed aggregat-
ed signature verification. To resist this attack, we calculate
Pi = Yi ⊕ ti to hide the tag parts of ciphertexts. In this
way, only Fi can find the correct Yi and execute the signature
aggregation operation. Moreover, the signature is proven to be
secure under the CDH assumption. External attackers or the
internal (lazy) vehicles cannot forge duplicated reports. Thus,
our scheme can ensure secure contribution to a successful
aggregation.

To protect the privacy during the report deduplication, we
construct the IBMS scheme by adding ai for each Di =
SSKai

Vi
Bwi
i and Hi = H1(IDVi)

ai . Thus, Vi submits its
crowdsensing report to Fi without exposing its identity IDVi

or H1(IDVi). However, to verify the validity of these signa-
tures and identify each contributing vehicle, several important
information including the identifies of selected Vi, Mi =
Enc(mi, ai) and Hi are sent to SC. Thus, only SC can obtain
the identity of each vehicle and distribute the corresponding
reward by checking whether H1(IDVi)

ai
?
=Hi after passing

report verification. Therefore, the behavior of double-reporting
and double-retrieving of a greedy vehicle can be detected.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

A. Complexity Analysis
We quantify the overhead of our FVC-Dedup by the com-

munication and computation overhead. Here, Tmul, Texp,
Tpar, and T̂mul refer to the time to execute one point mul-
tiplication over G1, one exponentiation operation over G1,
one pairing operation over GT , and one point multiplication
over GT , respectively. We use Taes to denote the running
time to perform one AES-128 encryption/decryption operation
over Z∗

q . Notice that we omit the computation overhead of
hash computation which is not time-consuming compared with
other operations. For the communication overhead analysis, we
use Saes, SH2 , SH3 , SG1 (SH1 ), and SGT to represent the size
of the ciphertext encrypted by AES-128, the size of H2, the
size of H3, the size of G1, and the size of GT , respectively.
The detailed performance analysis is listed as follows.

Task Allocation: In this phase, Fi computes ki =
H3(PKVi ||PKfi

Vi
) and encrypts Ki = Enc(ki, Te||T ||gci),

which consumes Texp+Taes. After that, Fi sends (N, gfi ,Ki)
for each chosen Vi, and the corresponding communication
overhead is about (Saes + SG1). Thus, for n chosen vehicles,
the corresponding computation overhead and communication
overhead are (n+1)Texp+nTaes and n(Saes+SG1), respec-
tively.

Data Collection: During this phase, Vi first calculates k′i =
H3(PKVi ||(gfi)ui) and DEC(k′i,Ki) to get Te||T ||gci , which
takes Texp+Taes. After finishing the data collection, it should
execute the data encryption and the signature operation, which
altogether needs (7Texp + Taes + Tmul). Finally, Vi sends the
report to Fi, and the corresponding communication overhead
is about (4SG1 +Saes+SH2). Therefore, the total overhead is
about (8Texp + 2Taes + Tmul) for computation overhead and
(4SG1 + Saes + SH2) for communication overhead.

Report deduplication: Here we assume that there are n
reports sent to Fi and the number of duplicated reports
is |Q|. When Fi receives these reports, it should calculate
ti = H3(g

fi ||Jfi
i ) and Yi = Pi⊕ti, which takes nTexp. Then,

it carries out the signature aggregation for the duplication data,
which requires 3(|Q| − 1)Tmul + Tpar. Finally, Fi forwards
these messages to SC, and the corresponding communication
overhead is about (n − |Q|)(4SG1 + Saes + SH2) + (2|Q| +
3)SG1+Saes+SGT . Hence, the total computation overhead and
communication overhead is about nTexp + 3(|Q| − 1)Tmul +
Tpar and (4n−2|Q|+3)SG1 +(n−|Q|)(Saes+SH2)+Saes+
SGT

, respectively.
Report Verification: Upon receiving the report message,

SC executes the signature verification, which consumes (n−
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Fig. 4. The communication overhead in different phases (Fi → SC (a)-(d) and SC → Ci(e)-(h)).
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Fig. 5. The computation overhead in different phases for different schemes.

|Q|)(2Tpar + Texp + T̂mul) for no duplicated reports and
2Tpar + Texp + T̂mul for the aggregated signature. The
size of the message forwarding to Ci is about (n − |Q| +
1)(SG1 + Saes + SH2). As a result, the total overhead is
(n−|Q|+1)(2Tpar+Texp+ T̂mul) for computation overhead
and (n − |Q| + 1)(SG1 + Saes + SH2) for communication
overhead.

Report Decryption: To get the report content, Ci should
decrypt the received messages and hence the corresponding
computation overhead is about (n− |Q|+ 1)(Texp + Taes).

Reward and Revocation: To distribute the reward and re-
voke the internal attackers, Fi sendsMi to SC, and hence the
corresponding communication overhead is about nSaes. Then,
SC checks the validity, which takes about n(2Texp + Taes).

Finally, we summarize the corresponding overhead in Table
III.

B. Simulation Evaluation

1) System Implementation: We implement FVC-Dedup us-
ing the PBC library [40] with Type A pairing parameters
equivalent to 1024-bit Discrete Logarithm security. The sizes
of q and SG1 are 160 bits and 512 bits, respectively. Moreover,
we assume that the size of each task T is 1280 bits and
the length for crowdsensing data Pi is 1028-bit or 2048-bit.
We implement the simulation on a computer with Intel(R)
Core(TM) i9-8950HK CPU of 2.90 GHz and 8 GB memory
with Ubuntu 18.04.

To display the deduplication operational efficiency, we first
list the communication overhead between different entities
(SC → Ci and Fi → SC) and select two typical schemes:
Ni’s scheme (Ni’s extended Fo-SDD scheme in [19])9 and
w/o scheme (our scheme without deduplication operation) as

9Notice that in our comparison study, we omit several complex operations
in Ni’ scheme [19] such as those for the zero-knowledge proof.
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(a) Network of roads in
Gainesville;

(b) The mobile network
imported into SUMO;

(c) Vehicles in the mo-
bile network.

Fig. 6. Mobility scenario produced by SUMO.

baselines for comparison. Fig. 4 shows the corresponding
communication overhead under different lengths for crowd-
sensing data (Pi = 1024 and 2048) and different duplication
rates (|Q|/n = 20% and 40%). As shown in Fig. 4(a), the
message size from Fi to SC linearly increases as the number
of reported vehicles increases for these three schemes, and
Ni’s scheme is the most efficient. The reason is that the fog
node only needs to send the encrypted crowdsensing reports
without signatures after the verification operations in their
scheme. Interestingly, it is observed that in Fig. 4(b), the
communication overhead reduces when the duplication rate
of |Q|/n is increased to 40%, compared to Fig. 4(a) (20%).
Moreover, the size of the crowdsensing data Pi also has an
impact on the communication overhead, as illustrated in Fig.
4(c) and Fig. 4(a).

Fig. 4(e)-Fig. 4(h) show the corresponding communication
overhead for SC → Ci. Obviously, the communication over-
head of our FVC-Dedup is much lower than that of the other
two schemes in the case when more reports are submitted
to the fog node or when a larger sized crowdsensing data
is submitted, which is consistent with the results shown in
Fig. 4(a)-Fig. 4(d). The major reason is that we execute the
signature verification at SC. Moreover, comparing Fig. 4(f)
with Fig. 4(e) (or comparing Fig. 4(h) with Fig. 4(g)), with
the increasing duplication rate, the gap between FVC-Dedup
and Ni’s scheme is smaller.

Next, we study the computation overhead in different phases
in comparison with that in Ni’s scheme. The simulation
results under different parameter settings are shown in Fig.
5. The simulation parameters include the number of reporting
vehicles (n = 20 and 50), the duplication rate (|Q|/n = 20%
and 40%), and the size of crowdsensing data (Pi = 1024
and 2048). Here T-A, D-C, R-D, R-V, R-DC refer to Task
Allocation, Data Collection, Report deduplication, Report
Verification, and Report Decryption, respectively. Note that
the total computation overhead of n vehicles is recorded in
the D-C phase. In our study, we assume that the computation
overhead is mainly attributed to the operations over G1 and
GT , captured by Texp, Tmul, and Tpar, respectively.

Through comparison between Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(b) (or
between Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d)), we observe that our FVC-
Dedup incurs less computation overhead, and the advantage
of FVC-Dedup is more apparent with the increase in the
duplication rate. The reason is that the total computation
overhead for FVC-Dedup decreases with increasing |Q|/n,
whereas the decrease of Ni’s scheme only happens in the R-DC

TABLE IV
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameters Values
Simulation area 2 km× 2 km
Speed of vehicles 30 km/h-40 km/h
Simulation duration 100 s
Wireless data rate OfdmRate6Mbps
Wireless protocol 802.11p
Transmission power 25 dBm
Channel bandwidth 10 MHz
Propagation loss model Nakagami

phase. Since the fog node should firstly verify each signature
of each report in their scheme, in which the duplication rate
only affects the R-DC phase. Obviously, the computation
overhead of our scheme is significantly reduced at the fog
node (in R-D phase). Besides, in FVC-Dedup, the computation
overhead in R-D phase increases with increasing |Q|/n while
the corresponding overhead in R-V phase decreases.

As described in Fig. 5(a) and Fig. 5(c), with the increasing
size of crowdsensing data Pi, the computation overhead has
limited growth for both schemes. This is because the additional
computation overhead caused by the increased Pi is reflected
in AES-128 and hash function operations, which has limited
effect on the computation overhead. On the contrary, the
duplication rate brings a more obvious effect on computation
overhead as shown in Fig. 5(d). Moreover, the computation
overhead in different phases almost increase linearly as the
number of reporting vehicles increases, as shown in Fig. 5(a)
and Fig. 5(f).

2) Networking Implementation: Finally, we evaluate the
average delay in crowdsensing tasking with NS3 for FVC-
Dedup. We define the average delay for a task as the average
time interval between two events, namely, task generation and
result acquisition. Since many factors, i.e., the performance of
devices and the difficulty of tasks, will influence the specific
sensing time, we omit the sensing time for convenience.
Besides, OpenStreetMap is adopted to export the network of
roads in Gainesville and the highlighted area (2km × 2km)
as displayed in Fig. 6(a) is selected. After that, the area
is imported into SUMO as the mobile network shown in
Fig. 6(b). Accordingly, Fig. 6(c) illustrates the deployment of
vehicles over the mobile network.

Based on the system model, we set the wired link rate
between Ci and SC to 10 Mbps and the wired link propagation
delay as 50 ms. With respect to the wired communication
between SC and Fi, we set the corresponding bandwidth and
link delay as 100 Mbps and 20 ms, respectively. Furthermore,
the IEEE 802.11p protocol is utilized to establish physical
links between Fi and Vi. TABLE IV shows the correspond-
ing parameters. To investigate the impact of the number of
reporting vehicles on the delay, we vary n from 10 to 50
with an increment of 10 under different duplication rates
(|Q|/n = 20% and 40%) and different sizes of crowdsensing
data (Pi = 1024 and 2048). Besides, we compare FVC-Dedup
scheme with Ni’s scheme [19], w/o scheme, our old scheme
[1], and Ni’s old scheme [18].

According to the implementation, the transmission delay
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Fig. 7. The average time delay of implementing crowdsensing tasks.
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Fig. 8. The corresponding delay w.r.t. w/o scheme.

is mainly caused by the wireless communication overhead
between Fi and Vi. Fig. 7 displays the average task delay
with varied impact factors. As shown in Fig. 7(a), when
Pi = 1024 and n = 10, the task delay is about 226.9 ms
for FVC-Dedup. As a comparison, it takes 275.5 ms for Ni’s
scheme, 220.4 ms for w/o scheme, 195.6 ms for our old
scheme, and 218.9 ms for Ni’s old scheme. When n = 50, the
corresponding average task delay is about 509.1 ms, 772.2
ms, and 490.7 ms, 375.9 ms, and 506.5 ms, respectively.
Obviously, the average task delay exhibits an almost linear
increase as more vehicles report crowdsensing results for
these schemes. Despite the increment, FVC-Dedup displays
higher efficiency in terms of time delay and higher increasing
rate than Ni’s scheme. Interestingly, the w/o scheme is more
efficient than FVC-Dedup. This is because the deduplication
operation needs additional computation overhead while the
corresponding reduced communication overhead has limited
effect on delay. However, with increasing duplication rate, the
efficiency for FVC-Dedup is more obvious, even better than
the w/o scheme as demonstrated in Fig. 7(b) and Fig. 7(d),
respectively. Besides, comparing Fig. 7(b) with Fig. 7(a) (or
comparing Fig. 7(d) with Fig. 7(c)), the average task delay
decreases with the increasing duplication rate, even the impact
is limited. It is reasonable that the reduced delay caused by the
deduplication operations is limited because of the small-sized
crowdsensing data and the large bandwidth between SC and
Fi. Moreover, comparing Fig. 7(c) with Fig. 7(a), with the
increasing size of crowdsensing data, the average task delay
has limited growth for all five schemes. That is because the
additional computation and communication overhead caused
by the increasing size of Pi has limited impacts on the delay.
Finally, we also present the corresponding delay increasing
ratio comparing with w/o scheme as demonstrated in Fig. 8.

Finally, we also study the average delay under different
vehicular speed. Here, we let a vehicle start from 0m/s and

gradually increase to 30m/s. As shown in Fig. 9-Fig. 11, ve-
hicular speed has little influence on the delay in crowdsensing
tasks. Besides, the communication overhead has limited impact
on delay when the size of Pi is small.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have systematically investigated crowd-
sensing report deduplication in FVCS, and presented our FVC-
Dedup scheme to support efficient and privacy-preserving
report deduplication. To achieve secure task allocation and
ensure crowdsensing report confidentiality, we have used the
cryptographic primitives to generate the secure key for AES-
128. To protect privacy in FVC-Dedup, we have improved
MLE to realize privacy-preserving crowdsensing report dedu-
plication, which can hide the identities of contributing vehicles
from fog nodes and resist the fake duplicate attacks efficiently.
Besides, we have employed an aggregated signature algorithm
to achieve efficient signature aggregation and verification.
Finally, we have constructed a reward retrieval method to
reward the real contributors while detecting the greedy partici-
pants. The security analysis shows that FVC-Dedup is capable
of accomplishing the design goals in FVCS. Moreover, we
have implemented FVC-Dedup to evaluate the performance. It
has been demonstrated that our proposed scheme is efficient
and outperforms existing schemes from extensive simulation
results.
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Fig. 9. The average delay for crowdsensing tasks (0m/s− 10m/s).
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Fig. 10. The average delay for crowdsensing tasks (10m/s− 20m/s).
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Fig. 11. The average delay for crowdsensing tasks (20m/s− 30m/s).
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